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Abstract. When L is a second order ordinary or elliptic differential

operator, the principal eigenvalue for the Dirichlet problem and the corre-

sponding principal (positive) eigenfunction u are known to exist and u is

unique up to normalization. If further L has the form f2atf32/'àxfix, +

2 ¿,-9/3*,- then results are known regarding the behavior of the principal

eigenvalue X — \ as ej,0. These results are very sharp in case the vector (b¡)

has a unique asymptotically stable point in the domain u where the

eigenvalue problem is considered. In this paper the case where £ is an

ordinary differential operator degenerating on the boundary of « is consid-

ered. Existence and uniqueness of a principal eigenvalue and eigenfunction

are proved and results on the behavior of A, as ej.0 are established.

Introduction. The eigenvalue problem

ex(l -x)45i +ßx(l - x)(x -x)^r= -Xu,      0 < x < 1, ß < 0,

(1) «(0) = «(1) = 0,

where x is a fixed point in (0,1), arises in a group of problems in genetics (see

[6]). It is required to obtain asymptotic estimates for the minimum eigenvalue

Xt as 40.
If a second order ordinary differential operator is regular, i.e., if the leading

coefficient of the differential operator does not vanish in the closed interval

[0,1], then it is standard knowledge that the minimum eigenvalue exists, is

positive and simple, and there is a corresponding eigenfunction (unique up to

normalization) which is in C2[0,1] and is positive in (0,1). However, the

leading coefficient of the operator in (1) degenerates at the boundary of [0,1]

and it is not at all clear that a minimum eigenvalue exists, and if it does exist

just what smoothness properties a corresponding eigenfunction has in [0,1].
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Disregarding these questions, G. F. Miller [6] gives an asymptotic estimate for

\ as e -» 0 by techniques which may require further justification in order to

satisfy the tenets of rigorous mathematics.

In this paper we shall give a complete analysis of a large class of eigenvalue

problems which includes (1) as a special case. We shall show that if the order

of degeneracy at the boundary of [0,1] of the leading coefficient of the

differential operator is not too large, then all of the spectral properties for

regular eigenvalue problems carry over. Further we shall give a rigorous

derivation of the asymptotic estimate for Xe as e -» 0.

The techniques developed in this paper carry over to the investigation of

eigenvalue problems for a certain class of elliptic partial differential operators

whose fundamental forms may degenerate at the boundary of the domain of

definition. (See Remark at the end of §4.)

Finally we note that a paper of D. Ludwig [5] drew our attention to these

problems, and we refer the reader to that paper for further examples and

discussion. Other examples may be found in a paper of Fleming and Tsai [2].

1. Existence. Let

(1.1) Lu =. a(x)u" + b(x)u',       x e[0,l].

As mentioned in the introduction, it is a well-known result of the theory of

positive operators [4], that if the coefficients a(x) and b(x) are continuously

differentiable and a(x) > 0 on [0,1], then there is a smallest positive number

X so that the eigenvalue problem

(1.2) Lu - -Xu,       x E (0,1),      u(0) = w(l) = 0,

has a solution u, which is positive in (0,1), and furthermore the eigenvalue X is

simple. This number X is called the principal eigenvalue of the problem (1.2)

and a corresponding positive eigenfunction, which is unique up to normaliza-

tion, is called a principal eigenfunction.

In case the coefficient a(x) degenerates at the boundary of [0, 1], the

methods of [4] are no longer directly applicable. However, as we shall show,

one may use the method of elliptic regularization to establish the existence of

a principal pair (X,u). The purpose of this section is to establish the existence

of a likely candidate for a principal pair. Then in §2 we shall, by means of

uniqueness results, show that the candidate which we have constructed is

actually a principal pair for a degenerate eigenvalue problem of the form

(1.2). We shall then bring this all together by means of formal statements in

§3.
We shall make the following assumptions on the coefficients of the opera-

tor £ in (1.1):
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(1.3)

a,bE C'(0,1),

a(x)>0    in (0,1),

a(x) b(x)
—— -h> a0 > 0,    —— -» A0     as x -► 0,
■* x

a(x) b(x)
-» ax > 0, —t: -» A,     as * ■

(1 - x)' (1 - x)

0 < o,a' < 2,       /8,j8' > 0,

a < 1 + ß,       a' < 1 + ß'.

Theorem 1.1. Let the assumptions (1.3) hold. Then there exist a X > 0 and a

solution u(x) of (1.2) ímcA that u(x) > 0 in the open interval (0,1) and u(x) is

Holder continuous with exponent \ in the closed interval [0,1].

Proof. We shall find it convenient here, as well as in the remainder of §1,

to convert the eigenvalue problem (1.2) into an eigenvalue problem in a

slightly different, but equivalent, form. Toward this end we introduce the

function

b(t)JfX   U(lf

o   ají) dU

Since a < 1 + ß, a' < 1 + ß', the last integral exists and is continuous in the

closed interval [0,1]. Also

p'(x)=[b(x)/a(x)]p(x),       *e(0,l).

If we multiply the equation in (1.2) by p/a, we get the eigenvalue problem

(1.4) (puj = -X(p/a)u,       x E (0,1),      «(0) = «(1) = 0.

Let 0 < Tj < 1 and let

rx    bit)

P^ ' CXP A  aji)^ *

Consider the eigenvalue problem

(1.5) (pvuj = -X[pJ (a + n)]u,       x E (0,1),      «(0) = «(1) = 0.

This is an eigenvalue problem for a nondegenerate elliptic operator; i.e.,

(1.6) Lvu = (a + r¡)u" + bu' = -A«,       x E (0,1),      m(0) = m(1) = 0.

Therefore by [4] a principal pair (\,uv) exists and un is unique up to

normalization. We normalize it by

2

(1.7) f'-^-l.
/•i  y^t,   m

JQ  a + v
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If we replace u by uv and X by \ in (1.5) and then multiply by un we get,

after integrating over [0,1],

In order to proceed with the proof we shall need

Lemma 1.2. X^ is bounded for 0 < tj < 1.

Let us assume, for the moment, that this is true and return to the proof of

Theorem 1.1. In the sequel we shall use C as a generic positive constant,

independent of tj, which does not necessarily take the same value at each

occurrence.

Using (1.7), (1.8) and Lemma 1.2, and the fact thatp, > C we conclude

that

^2<C.

0-9) /W•'O

^(x) = J^K(t) dt,

We also have

so that

by (1.9). Thus

u2(x)<xfX{u;)2dt< Cx

(1.10) un(x) < cVx .

Sincepv(x) < C, for all sufficiently small positive 5, independent of n,

J0 a + tj        J0 4

Similarly we find

(1.12) «„(*) < cV\~=^c~,

(1.13) r uL<±

for all sufficiently small positive 5, independent of tj. From (1.11) and (1.13)

we get

f\-s p.u2       ,
(1.14) i      -2-2_>.*
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for all sufficiently small 8, independent of tj.

From (1.9) and (1.10) and the fact that I^m, = -\un it follows that, for

any0< 5 < \,

rl~s.    ,2jr Kf<c.
Thus the sets {«„} and {«¡¡}, 0 < tj < 1, are equicontinuous and bounded in

[5,1 - 8]. Thus from Lemma 1.2 and the Arzela-Ascoli theorem there exists a

sequence ijm -> 0 so that

(1.15) "iuM ~* "(*)  uniformly, with the first two derivatives,

in any compact subset of (0,1).

From (1.10) and (1.12) it is clear that u can be extended continuously to [0,1]

with «(0) = u(l) = 0 and indeed u is Holder continuous in [0,1] with expo-

nent j. From these remarks and (1.15) it follows that u satisfies the boundary

value problem (1.2).

Taking tj = rjm -» 0 in (1.14) we get

/•l-s pu2      i

<116> /,    ET>T

Consequently, « ïé 0. Further u > 0, since uv(x) > 0 in (0,1). From the latter

fact about u, and Lu = -Xu, we get Lu < 0 in [0,1]. By (1.15) u E C2(0,l) so

that the strong maximum prinicple implies that either u takes its minimum

only at x = 0 or x = 1, or else u = 0. But as already pointed out the latter

cannot occur so that u(x) > 0 for x E (0,1).

Finally X > 0. Indeed, in the contrary case X = 0 so that Lu = 0 in (0,1).

But then the maximum principle implies u = 0, which is a contradiction.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be complete as soon as we have given the

Proof of Lemma 1.2. By the comparison Lemma 2.2 of [1], or by a

standard argument involving the characterization of the minimum eigenvalue

of a positive selfadjoint operator on a Hubert space, we have that \, < p^,

where /^ is the principal eigenvalue for the Dirichlet problem for the elliptic

operator L^ in any smaller interval, say [1/3,2/3]. In this interval L, (for

0 < tj < 1) is uniformly elliptic (both in x and tj) and hence by the continuity

Lemma 3.1 of [1], p, -» pno as tj -» tj0. Hence p^ is continuous for 0 < tj < 1

and so is bounded. Since p^ dominates \ we have completed the proof.

Remark. If a < f one can show that for every 0 < 0 < 1,

(1.17) u(x) < Cgx9.

Indeed, for x E [0,8] take w = Ax9, where AS0 = C8x/2, C being taken as in

(1.10). Then as is easily seen
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(1.18) (pvw')' < -\[Pr)/(a + t,)]«,,       x E[0,8],

provided Axe~2 > Kxx/2~" in [0,5] for some suitable constant K. This can be

accomplished provided 8 is sufficiently small since f — 0 — a > 0. 8 and K

can be chosen independent of tj. Since (1.18) holds and w > u^atx = 0 and

x — 8, it follows from the maximum principle that h,(x) < w(x) in [0,5].

Letting tj -» 0 gives our assertion.

2. Uniqueness. In the following (X,u) is the pair whose existence is asserted

in Theorem 1.1

Theorem 2.1. Suppose v E C[0,1] n C2(0,1), v real, pv2/a is integrable

over [0,1], and for p real

(2.1) Lv = -pv,       xE (0,1),        v(0) = v(l) = 0.

Then p > X.

Before we begin the proof it will be convenient to establish

Lemma 2.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1

(2-2) flp(v')2< pf'^-v2.

Proof. Suppose xx and x2 in (0,1) are consecutive zeros of t>. Multiplying

the equation in (2.1) by pv/a, integrating over [x,,x2], and then integrating by

parts gives

J   P(v)=p)    — •
Jx, Jxt      a

Hence, summing over the intervals determined by the consecutive zeros

would give (2.2) provided we could integrate by parts when xx = 0 or x2 = 1.

Let us consider the case where xx = 0,x2= 1, and v > 0 in (0,1). Multiply-

ing the equation in (2.1) by pv/a, integrating over [yx,y2] (0 < y, < y2 < 1)

and then integrating by parts gives

2

fyip(v')2=p(y2)v'(y2)v(y2)-p(yx)v'(yx)v(yx) + pf"2-^.
Jy\ Jy\     a

Since v > 0 in (0, 1) and vanishes at the endpoints, there exist sequences

y,„4,0 andy2„f 1 so that v'(yx„) > 0 and v'(y2„) < 0. Using this in the above

equality gives (2.2).

Since the cases where xx = 0, x2 < 1 or x2 > 0, x2 = 1 can be handled in a

similar way, we have concluded the proof.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. From (1.2) and (2.1) we have

(2.3) (pu')' = -X(p/a)u,
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(2.4) (/">')'- -M(/»/fl)o-

Let xx and x2 be consecutive zeros of v. Without loss of generality we may

suppose v > 0 in (xx,x2). Multiply (2.3) by v, subtract it from (2.4) multiplied

by u and integrate over [x,,x2]. If 0 < xx < x2 < 1 we may integrate by parts

to get

p(x2)v'(x2)u(x2) - p(xx)v'(xx)u(xx) = (X - p) [*2 - uv.
*l

But since v > 0 in (xx,x2), v'(x2) < 0 and v'(xx) > 0, so that

rx2 p
(X- p)[x-uv<0.

If we suppose p < X we get a contradiction sincepuv/a > 0 in (x,,x2).

In case xx = 0 or x2 = 1 we must be somewhat more careful since «' and v'

may become unbounded at the endpoints. Suppose xx = 0 and x2 = 1. Then

for 0 < y, < y2 < 1 we have

[pv u - pu v]y = (X - n) \     —uv.
jyi   a

Integrate with respect toyx over the interval (0,5) and then divide by 5 to get

(2.5)

Now,

l rs
[pv'u - pu'v](y2) - g J   [pv'u - pu'v](yx) dyx

« r [  s i1/2r  «
f pu'vdyx <§    f (u'fayx [ v2 dyx

Jq 0     Jq Jo

1/2

Using Lemma 2.2 it follows in exactly the same way as the proof of (1.10)

that v(x) = 0(Vx) as ;c->0. Thus it follows that fs0v2dyx = 0(82) as

5-»0. Since u' is square integrable on [0,1] we get /q(m')2 = o(l) as 5->0.

Thus we find

rS
I  pu'v

J(\
• 0   as 5 -* 0.

Using exactly the same reasoning we also have

f Pv'u
Jo

0   as 5 ̂  0.

Returning to (2.5) and noting that )yy](p/a)uv is continuous aty, = 0 we

find, upon letting 5 -> 0, that
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f\  p
[pv'u - pu'v](y2) = (X - p)J   — uv.

Integrating with respect toy2 over [5,1 - 5], dividing by 5, and then letting

5 -» 0 we obtain, by the same argument as before,

Jr 1 p
— uv,

0    a

which is impossible if X > p.

If xx = 0 and x2 < 1, or xx > 0 and x2 = 1, then similar reasoning shows

that

(X - p) f*2 — uv<0   or   (X - p) { —uv<0,
Jo    a JX] a

which is a contradiction if X > p.

Definition 2.3. A regular eigensolution of (2.1) is a solution which satisfies

the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. The corresponding eigenvalue is called a regular

eigenvalue.

Remark. Theorem 2.1 asserts that X is the smallest real regular eigenvalue.

If a,a' < | then we can assert more; namely that À is the smallest real

eigenvalue for the problem (2.1) where the eigenfunctions that are allowed

into the competition are only assumed to be in C[0,1] n C2(0,1). To see this

we suppose for definiteness that v > 0 in (0,1). Let tj > 0 and let xn andy,, be

zeros of wv = v - tj so that wv > 0 in (xv,yv) and x^jO, y^jl as tj -> 0. As

before we have

(Pw0' = -M(y?/aK, - /"?(/>/«)>   (/>"')' - ~Hp/a)u.

Multiply the second equation by wv and subtract it from the first equation

multiplied by u and then integrate over [x^y,,] to get

The first integral on the right increases as tj -» 0 and, since a,a' < f, by the

remark at the end of §1, u(x) = 0(xe(l - x)e),0 < 0 < 1, so that the second

term on the right goes to zero as tj -> 0. Thus for all sufficiently small tj the

right-hand side is positive if X > p. But since w^(xn) > 0 and w¡,(yv) < 0, the

left-hand side is < 0, which is a contradiction.

Theorem 2.4. In addition to the assumptions (1.3) assume that (x~^b(x))',

(x~aa(x))' and (x~aa(x))" are bounded in (0,c], 0 < c < 1. Then all of the

real eigenvalues of the boundary value problem (2.1) are simple.

Proof. Suppose p is a real eigenvalue and vx and v2 are real linearly

independent eigenfunctions corresponding to p. For every 5 > 0 there exists

a linear combination v = cxvx + c2v2 such that t>(5) = 0, and v =^ 0 in [0,5].
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Thus v is a nontrivial solution to the boundary value problem

(2.6) Lv=-pv,      xE(0,8),      v(0) = v(8) = 0.

We may assume that max v(x) > 0 in [0,5]. Then for every sufficiently

small positive tj there exist numbers 0 < x < yv < 8 such that if wn = v —

tj, then wv(x) > 0 if x, < x < y„, and wv(xj = wn(y7)) = 0. Further xvix0 >

0andy^tyo < 5 asîjjO.

We have

aK + bw^= - ¡xw^ - ftn.

Multiplying both sides by x~yw and integrating over [x^y,,] we get

(2.7) (y''x-'aw%wv+ (y"x-<bw'nw= -p(y"x-yw%- pq f^x'^.
Jxn -0c, % •'x,

We shall take y so that

(2.8) y<a<y+l<2,       y ^ /5 ~ 2.

For notational convenience let us set ä(x) = x~aa(x), b(x) = x~pb(x)\ then

Çy*x-yaw;w^= - f*(*-*.™,Yw;

= - (y'x°-yä(wtf- fy\x'-yä)'wnw^
Jxn •%

= -fy"x-ya(w^+^jy\x"-yä)" <■

Also

Substituting into (2.7) gives

/^-*Aw;h-„= -1 f*(xß-rßywl
•S xi

7) gives

f^x-iairf- \ fy\x"-yä)"w2- I fy\XP-yb)'w,
(2.9)      ' ; ,    '

+ p I '"x - Yw2 + jnj I *x - V„.
Jxv Jx^

Since a - y > 0 and a — y — 1 < 0 we have

(xa-*ä)" = (a - y)(o - y - l)*""^^^) + 0(x)]

(2.10) ,r ,
<(a-y)(o-y-l)x"-ir-2[a0+O(jc)]<0

in (0,5) provided 5 is sufficiently small.

We shall need to use the inequality

(2.11)      pv-^< —i-j r^K)2,  p ̂  i.
•\       (p - i) •%
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This is an immediate consequence of the equality

\     "     (p -1) K
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.

Returning to the proof of Theorem 2.4 and noting that (xß~yb)' =

0(xß-y~x) and ß - y - 1 ¥> 1 we get from (2.11) that

(2.12) fyr,(x^b)'w2< cfy*x^+x(wrf.

Also since y < 1, we may apply (2.11) again to get

(2.13) PV%,2< C fy"x-y+2(w;)2.

Using (2.10), (2.12) and (2.13) in (2.9) we get, provided 5 is sufficiently small,

\anjy*x"-i{wrf< Cj>\x'-y*1 + x2-t)(wrf+ r/^jc-V,.

Noting that w^ = v' and y < 1, if we allow tj -* 0 we get

\a0[yox"-y(v')2< cf'Xx*-**1 + x2-i)(v')2.
2     Jx0 Jx0

But since a < ß + 1 and a < 2, this is clearly a contradiction if 8 is

sufficiently small. The proof is complete.

3. The principal eigenvalue. In this section we shall assume, in addition to

(1.3), the conditions

(x-ßb(x))', (x-*a(x))', and (x-aa(x))"

are bounded functions in some interval (0,cj.

Recall that in §1 we called the smallest number X so that the eigenvalue

problem (1.2) has a solution the principal eigenvalue, and a corresponding

eigenfunction u, which is positive in (0,1), a principal eigenfunction. In

Definition 2.3 we defined a regular eigenfunction and eigenvalue.

Theorem 3.1. Let (1.3) and (3.1) hold. Then there exists a unique regular

principal pair (X,u) so that \\pu2/a = 1, and u is Holder continuous on [0,1]

with exponent \.

Proof. Theorem 1.1 establishes the existence of a candidate (X,u). If (X,i3)

is another regular eigenpair, X real, then Theorem 2.1 shows that X > X. Thus

X is the smallest real regular eigenvalue for the problem (1.2). If, in addition,

« > 0 in (0,1), then the same theorem shows that X > X, so that X = X.

Further, if ¡\pù2/a = 1, then Theorem 2.4 shows that u — «.

In the proof of Theorem 1.1 we showed that there exists a sequence {rjm} so
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that a^ -» X, u7)m -» u. Actually the same method shows that from any

sequence {tj„,} one may extract a subsequence {tj^} so that \¿-»X and

«^ -» m > 0 in (0,1). If the u^ axe normalized by Jx0 p^u^/ a = I, then by

uniqueness X = À, u = «. Thus we have proved

Corollary 3.2. Under the assumptions (1.3), (3.1) and foPnf2/(a + tj) = 1,

as tj -> 0,

(3.2) \->X,       uv(x)^u(x),       x£[0,l].

Let 0 < xx < x2 < 1 and consider the eigenvalue problem

(3.3) Lu = -pu,       x G (x„x2),       w(xj) = w(x2) = 0.

Denote the regular principal eigenvalue by X(x,,x2). Denote by ^(x,^) the

principal eigenvalue corresponding to Lv in [x,,x2]. By the comparison

Lemma 2.2 of [1] we have \ < a,(x,,x2). Let tj -> 0 and we have proved

Corollary 3.3. Under the assumptions (1.3) and (3.1),

(3.4) X < X(xx,x2),

where X(xx,x2) is the regular principal eigenvalue for L with zero Dirichlet data

on the boundary o/[x,,x2] C [0,1].

In order to obtain the asymptotic estimates of the next section it is

necessary to get a certain explicit form for the regular principal eigenvalue X

in terms of u and u'. This is the content of our next theorem.

Theorem 3.4. Under the assumptions (1.3) and (3.1),

where u is any regular eigenfunction corresponding to the regular principal

eigenvalue X.

Proof. In Lemma 2.2 we showed that

(3.6) fp(u')2<xf^u2.
Jo Jo   a

Let 5(x) be a continuous positive function on (0,1) so that 5(x) -» 0 as x -» 0

and as x -» 1, and

i

i    52(x)
dx= cc.

x(l - X)

Then there exist sequences x„ -» 0,y„ -* 1 so that

(3.7) |«'(x„)| < 5(x„)/Vx; ,    \u'(y„)\ < 5(y„)/\/l-yfl .

For in the contrary case the finiteness of the left-hand integral in (3.6) would
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be violated. If we multiply Lu = —Xubyu and integrate over [xnyH] we get

fy"p(Wf= p(yn)W(yn)u(yn) - p(*>'(*>(*„) + */* 7 «'•
xn XH

Letting x„ -»0, y„ -» 1, and taking account of the inequalities (1.10), (1.12)

and (3.7), we see that (3.5) is established.

As a final theorem in this section we shall give more information on the

operator determined by L acting on certain functions having zero Dirichlet

data on the boundary of [0,1]. Toward this end let L2(p/a) be the space of

(equivalence classes of) functions square integrable with respect to the

measure (p/a)dx on [0,1]. Let fy be the collection of elements u in L2(p/a)

with the additional properties:

(ï) h e C[0,1] n C'(0,1);
(ii) «(0) = k(1) = 0;

(iii) u' is locally absolutely continuous in (0,1);

(iv) Lu E L2(p/a).

Strictly speaking the elements of <% are equivalence classes each of which

contains a function satisfying the properties (i) through (iv). However, we

shall adopt the usual colloquial device of treating the elements of 3) as

functions.

Theorem 3.5. The operator M - L|<3) is selfadfoint in L2(p/a) and has a

completely continuous inverse.

Proof. Let tj > 0 and let ^ be defined as above with p/a replaced by

pv/(a + tj). Let/ E L2(p/a) and let «,, be a solution in <5) to £,«,, = /, or,

what is the same thing, a solution to

(3.8) (/»,<)'" Pj/ (a + Tj).

By the standard theory of elliptic ordinary differential operators such a

solution exists and is unique. Since the coefficients of L^ are real, there is no

loss in generality in assuming that/is real, so that the solution «,, is also real.

Using exactly the same technique as employed in the proof of Lemma 2.2

we may prove that for every e > 0,

Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 1.2 we find that

(3.10)        -^-- < - [ (u')2   and    3~- < ^—* [ (u'f.
v      ' a + tj      a J0K n/ a + tj a     J0 v ,/

Thus,
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If we use this inequality in (3.9), noting that pv > C > 0 independent of tj,

0 < tj < 1, we get, upon choosing e sufficiently small, but fixed,

(3.12) çA_ + r{<f<cÇL^
J0 a + tj    Jq v v        Jo  a

From the fact that

(3.13) (fl + Tj)«;=/-A«;,

and from (3.12) we find that for every 5 > 0 there exists a constant Cs > 0 so

that

ri-S -, rl   p

(3.14) fs   K)2<Q/of/2.
It follows from (3.12) and (3.14) that {«,,} and {«¿} for 0 < tj < 1 are

bounded equicontinuous sets of functions on [5,1 - 5]. Thus by the Arzela-

Ascoli theorem there exists a sequence {tj¿} so that

(3.15) uniformly in [5,1 - 5].

From (3.13) and (3.15) it follows that

(3.16) < -> u" uniformly in [5,1 - 5],

and, moreover,

(3.17) Lu = /.

It follows from this, (3.10), (3.12) and (3.15) that u E 6¡). If o G <% and

Lv = 0, it follows that v E C2(0,1) so that by the maximum principle v = 0.

Thus the solution in ^ to (3.17) is unique.

The inverse map to (3.17) given by Rf = u is well defined from L2(p/a) -»

fy. From (3.12), (3.15) and Fatou's lemma it follows that R is bounded.

Actually R is the inverse of M = L]6!). This is immediate since by the very

definition of R and ^, R maps onto ^ in a one-to-one manner.

The operator R is selfadjoint in L2(p/a). To see this we first note that

C0°°(0,1) is dense in L2(p/a), and secondly, Rn = M~x is selfadjoint in

L2(pn/(a + tj)) where A/, = l\\%. Thus if f,g E Co°°(0,l) we have by (3.15)

/"Vg- = lim flRJg-^- = lim CfKg—r-= CfRg-.
Jo a     v->oJ0  V6 a + tj     r,^oJ0 J ^ö a + r¡    J0 a

Since R is symmetric on a dense set, and bounded, it is selfadjoint. But
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(3.18)     f m2 — + f    u2m— = o(l)   as 5 -* 0 independently of m.
Jn      a     J\-r     a

M = £ ~ ' so that M is selfadjoint in L2(p/a).

It remains to prove that £ is compact. Let {/m} be a bounded sequence in

L2(p/a) and um = Rfm. From (3.10) and (3.12) with uv replaced by um and

a + tj replaced by a we have

/o      a     K

Rellich's compactness theorem taken in conjunction with (3.18) and (3.12),

with uv replaced by um, a + tj replaced by a, and / replaced by fm, implies

there exists a subsequence of {um) which converges in L2(p/a). The proof is

complete.

4. Asymptotic behavior. In this section we shall consider the elliptic operator

(4.1) Ltu = (e/2)au" + bu'       (e > 0).

We shall denote by \ the regular principal eigenvalue for this operator with

zero Dirichlet data at the boundary of [0,1]. Our object is to describe the

asymptotic behavior of \ as e -* 0 for a class of operators which include

those mentioned in the introduction.

In addition to the assumptions (1.3) and (3.1) on a(x) and b(x) we shall

require the additional assumptions:

b0 > 0,   bx< 0;

(4.2) there exists an x E (0,1) such that b(x) > 0

ifx E (0,x) andb(x) <0ifxE (x,l).

Under these assumptions it is easily seen that all solutions x = x(t) of

dx/dt = b(x), 0 < x(0) < 1, remain in (0,1) and converge to x as t -> oo.

For any absolutely continuous function 9(t), 0 < / < T, define

(4.3) IT(9) = f
T [9'(t) - b(9(t))f

dt.
a(9(t))

Let $(x,T;a,ß) be the class of absolutely continuous functions defined on

[0,£] such that <b(0) = x E (a,ß), 9(t) E (a,ß) for all / e [0,£) and <p(£) =

a or (¡>(T) = ß. For any 0 < 5 < \ let

Js = inf{/r(<i»): 9 E $(x,T;8,l - 8)},

J = inf{IT(9):9E<í>(x,T;0,l)}.

Notice that both 9 and £ are arbitrary.

In addition to the restrictions (1.3) on a, a', ß and /?' we shall need

(4.5) a < 2ß,       a' < 2ß'.

Theorem 4.1. Let the conditions (1.3), (3.1), (4.2) and (4.5) hold. Then
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(4.6) - 2e log \ -» /   as e -» 0.

Proof. If <b < min(x,l - x), then by Corollary 3.3 we have

(4.7) \ < \(8,l - 5);

recall that Ae(5,l - 5) is the regular principal eigenvalue of the operator Lt

with zero Dirichlet data on the boundary of [5,1 - 5]. By hypothesis (4.2),

A(5) > 0, and A(l - 5) < 0. Since also a(x) > 0 on [5,1 - 5] we may apply

the second part of Theorem 1.1 of [3] to conclude that

(4.8) lim [ -2e log ̂ (5,1 - 5)] > Js.

We shall next show that

(4.9) Hm/S > J.
8->0

By the definition of Js there exists an absolutely continuous function <f>(r),

/ E [0,r0], satisfying <t>(0) = x, 8 < <b(t) < 1 - 5 if 0 < t < TQ, <j>(T0) = 8 or

<b(T0) = 1 - 5 and

(4.10) IT¡¡(<¡>) < Js + 8.

For definiteness suppose that <b(T0) = 5. Extend <p to T0 < t < TQ + 1 by

<b(t) = 8(T0 + 1 - r)*.       p>l,.

where p will be determined shortly. Clearly the extended function <p is

absolutely continuous. Since <b(T0 + 1) = 0 we have

(4.11) /</r0+. Of»)-

Now

/ Art        /    (éü <L 7 (n+l m))2   dt+ 0 fT"+l m))2'r.+ i W - jt0 (*) < 2 I ,.,Av  dt+ 2 I

Substituting x = T0 + 1 - t we get

-.1  Ä2„2,i-2 -1  St2ßx2ßli

/r.+. (*) - M*) < c/o ^r &+ c/o ^ *

=  C52-° /V(2-«)-2 <fr + ÇJW-« flxfOß-a) dXt
JO JQ

where C is independent of 5. Taking p > 1/(2 - a) we have

'r0+ i (<¡>) - h0 (</») < Cfi',       f = min(2 - a,2ß - a),

where we have taken C as a generic constant, a practice which we shall

continue in the future. Using (4.10) and (4.11) in conjunction with this

inequality gives

Js > 't-o+i - 5 - C5- > y - 5 - C5'.
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Inequality (4.9) follows from this. From (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) we get

(4.12) lim[-2elog\] > /.
e-»0

If we can prove the reverse inequality with Ihn replaced by lim we shall

have established Theorem 4.1. Toward this end let y and tj be positive

numbers, to be determined later, with 0 < tj < y < min(x,l - x). Let av(x)

E C1 (0,1) satisfying

(4.13)      a„(x) =

and

(4.14)

a(x)
4/ (x + r,)"

a(x)

(I - x)a

a(x)

7(l-x) + r¡a

ifxG(0,y/2),

ifxG(l -y/2,1),

ifxG(y,l -y),

|a,(x) - a(x)\ < CTj/y   if x E (y/2,y) or x E (1 - y,l - y/2),

where C is independent of tj and y for 0 < tj < y. That such a function can

be constructed is easily seen. Indeed set ä(x) = a(x)(l + Tj/x)a if x E (0,y],

à(x) = a(x)(l + tj/(1 - x))"' if x E [1 - y,l). Let Xi,X2 ̂ C°°[0,1] such

that xi = 1 for x E (0,y/2) and x E (1 - y/2,1), Xi = 0 for x E (y,l - y)

and Xi + X2 = I- Set a„ = Xi<5 + X2fl> so tnat üx E (y/2,y), say, then

fc(*) - *(*)| - *(x)Xl(x)\(l + tj/x)* - l|

= aa(x)Xl(x)(T,A)(l + Tj'A)a- 0 < tj' < tj.

If a < 1,  then (1 + tj'/x)"-1 < 1, and if a > 1, (1 + n'/x)"-1 < (1 +

2r}/y)a~l < 3a~x. The same type of considerations hold for x G (1 — y,l —

y/2). Thus the existence of an av satisfying (4.13) and (4.14) is established.

Letô_ G C'(0,1) satisfying

(4.15)      bv(x) =

and

b(x)
(x + T,y ifxG(0,y/2),

b(x)

(l-x)

b(x)

j:(l-x + r,f   iix 6(1 -y/2,1),

if [y,i - y],

(4.16)      \bv(x) - b(x)\ < Cn/y   if x G (y/2,y) or x G (1 - y,l - y/2),

where C is independent of y and tj provided 0 < tj < y. That such a function
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bv can be constructed follows the same reasoning as above.

Let us consider the eigenvalue problem

(4.17) L„£ = (6/2)0,«" + A,«' = -Xu,   u(0) = u(l) = 1.

Denote the principal eigenvalue for this problem by X?. Since Lve is nonde-

generate in [0,1] and bv(0) > 0 and A^(l) < 0 we may apply the first part of

Theorem 1.1 of [3] and conclude that

(4.18) Tîm[-2elogA£''] < /',
e-»0

where Jv is defined in the same way as J in (4.4) with the exception that a(x)

and A(x) are replaced by av(x) and A^(x), respectively.

Let

x2bv(t)
dt.

fx ™nV)

P^X) - CXP Jo  la^T)

Then (4.17) is equivalent to

(4.19) (p^u')'= -X(2pjeav)u,   u(0) = u(l) = 0.

Since the eigenvalue problem (4.19) is nondegenerate and selfadjoint the

principal eigenvalue X? is determined by the variational formula

(4.20) A£" = inf
H>#0 jcWj.i 2pn?K>2 1

«a,

where w(0) = w(l) = 0.

Recall that we proved in §3 that the eigenvalue problem

(Ptu')' = -X(2pjia)u,   u(0) = u(\) = 0,

has a solution we(x) > 0 in (0,1), where

^2A, v (x2b
pe(x) = expl   —

^o   m

(4.21) J   -
^o

We normalize w. so that

1 =1.

By Theorem 3.4 we have

(4.22) K=f1pÁ<f
If we use wc in the quotient on the right-hand side of (4.20) and use (4.21) we

should get a comparison between X^ and Xe, at least for all sufficiently small

tj. However, in order to do this we need a comparison between the integrals

involving the functions having an tj subscript and the integrals involving the
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functions without an tj subscript. We now proceed to develop this compari-

son.

If 0 < t < x < y, then

(4.23) />„(*) < Kj>.(t)

holds if and only if

(4.24) Kt > exp
2b.

[*_2 - f 26
J0   ea      JQ  ea

Using (4.13) and (4.15) we find that

exp

exp

Jo      eav

n/2 2b

J0      ea

< Cexp

< Cexp

Cy1+/9-«

Cy1+/Î-0

Using (4.14), (4.16) and the fact that a(x) and b(x) are positive in [y/2,y] we

find

exp
Jy/2 Mr,

< Cexp
Cyl + ß-a

for all sufficiently small tj depending on y, say tj < Tj0(y). Also

exp < Cexp
Cy\+ß-a

n 2b
)y/2 ea

Using these estimates in (4.24) we conclude that (4.23) holds if

(4.25) Kt = C exp(Cy1+^-V«),       ij < i?o(y).

where C is a positive constant independent of tj and y.

Next, taking 0 < x < y we have

KW)2<(jT*K(0|*)-

Hence, by (4.23)

P«,(x)(K(x)) < Pa,(X)l/2foWH(')\ dt

foXp.(t)l/2\w'(t)\ dt< K

Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the last integral and using (4.22)

we get
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(4.26) Pa,(x)(we(x)f < Ktxf pe(w'tf < Kt\x.

Using (4.12) and the value of Kt from (4.25) we get

(4.27) Pai(x)(wt(x)f < Ce-^x,       x G (0,y),

provided y is chosen sufficiently small so that Cyx+ß~" < J/4. Recall that

a < 1 + ß so that this can be accomplished. From this it follows that

v2

c e(4.28)
2p.(x)K(x))2 c^njL dx< Ce.c/

Jo eaJx) e Jn  Xa«*,(*)

where C and c are positive constants independent of Tj,y and e. Inequality

(4.28) holds provided y is sufficiently small, but fixed, and tj < Tj0(y). Simi-

larly one proves that the integrals

/•i    2P*,WÎ       n 2p,w2      ci
JX-y   ea Jq     ea        Ji_

i    2ptw]

l-Y ea

are bounded by the right-hand side of (4.28). Recalling the normalization

(4.21) and the fact that

/>*,(*) " PXX\   av(x) = a(x)   for x e (Y'l - Y)'

we conclude that

(4.29) /,

i 2pOIw2

ea„
< Ce~e/t

Taking w = we in (4.20) we get from (4.29)

(4.30) \*<{l + Ce-<")ÇPai{w'tf

for all sufficiently small e, independent of tj and y. From (4.23) and (4.25) we

get

/0Y^(-é)2<CexP(^^)/;peK)2.

A similar inequality holds when the integrals are taken over [1 - y,l]. Also,

since p^(x) = pe(x) if x G [y,l - y] we get from (4.22) and (4.30)

(4.31) V < Ml + Ce~c/')C exp(Cy,+"-7e).

Using (4.18) we conclude from (4.31) that

(4.32) TmT [ -2e log Xe] < Cyx+ß~tt + /".
e->0

This inequality holds for all y < y0 and tj < Tj0(y), and C is a constant

independent of y and v.
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By the definition of J there exists an absolutely continuous function

<b(t), t G [0,£], with <f(0) = x and <p(£) = 0, or <b(T) = 1 such that

(4.33) /r(<í>) </ +y.

Let TQ be the smallest t for which either 9(t) = y or 9(t) = 1 - y. Suppose

for definiteness that <f(£0) = y. Let, us set

rr0[*'(0-*,(*(0)]2
(4.34) 1} = I0-——- dt.

Extend 9 to (T0,T0+ I] by

*(') = 7 (To + 1 - t?,       p > max(l,l/ (2 - a)).

The extended function is absolutely continuous and

/T.+ 1 [*V) - W))]2 di^2rT0+i (9V)f  { 2rr0+i (W)))2 ±

K an{9(t)) JTo      av(9(t)) "*    JTo        av(9(t))

By computations similar to those which we have made between (4.11) and

(4.12) we obtain an upper bound for the right-hand side which is Cy',

v = min(2 — a,2ß — a), provided tj is sufficiently small, say tj < rj,(y). Con-

sequently, recalling the definition of 1} from (4.34) we have'0

n2

(4.35)      rAm-mm       w

Since <>(0) = x, and 9(T0 + 1) = 0, y is smaller than or equal to the

left-hand side of (4.35). Hence, using (4.33) we get

/' < 7^+ Cy" < J + y + Cy".

Using this inequality in (4.32) and noting that y can be arbitrarily small we

get

lim [-2e logX,] < J.
e-»0

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete.

Let us now complement Theorem 4.1 by explicitly evaluating the constant

J.

Theorem 4.2. The constant J in Theorem 4.1 is given by

Í r 4bC)      r* 4b(0    \
(4.36) y = min    /   —^f dt, f   —^ dt).

\J0    a(t)      V,     a(t)       j

Proof. Let us set
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J0(x) = inf{/r(<#,): <p G <¡>(x,T;0,l),<b(T) = 0},

Jx(x) = inf{/r(<f>): <b G $(x,T;0,l),<í»(r) = 1},

/(x) = inf{/r(<í,):<í,E$(x,r;0,l)}.

Clearly, these functionals do not change if we restrict the competing functions

<b(t) to be monotone, and it is immediate that

J(x) = xnin{J0(x),Jx(x)}.

Further, it is clear that J0(x) is a nondecreasing function of x, and Jx(x) is a

nonincreasing function of x. It is also easy to see that J0(x),Jx(x) and J(x)

axe Lipschitz continuous in (0,1).

Let E0 = (x: /0(x) < Jx(x)) and Ex = (x: Jx(x) < J0(x)). EQ and Ex are

intervals and upon setting

x0 = sup{x: x G E0},   xx = inf (x: x G Ex}

it follows that x0 < x,. We claim that

(4.37) ^o(x) = J(x) = Ji(x) = const for x G[x0,x,].

Indeed if x > xx, then J (x) = Jx(x), and taking xjx, and using the continu-

ity of these functions, we get J(xx) = /|(x,). Next, if x < x,, by the defini-

tion of x, it follows that /0(x) < Jx(x) so that J0(x) = J(x). By letting x|x,

we get J0(xx) = J (xx) so that we have

(4.38) y0(x1) = /(x,) = /,(xI).

Similarly we arrive at the fact that

(4.39) 4>(*oW(*oWi(*o)-

By the monotonicity of J0 and /, we have

•^o(^o) < M*) < ^0(^1). r        ,
x G[x0,x,J.

Ji ixo) > J\ (x) > J\ (*l)>

Hence,

min{70(x0),yI(x1)} < /(x) < min{/0(x,),y1(x0)}.

Thus from (4.38) and (4.39) it follows that for x G [x0,xj,

J{x) = constant = Jj(xk),       0 < j,k < 1.

Using the monotonicity of Jj(x) we get (4.37).

Let x > max{x0,x} so that J(x) = Jx(x). For A > 0 so that x + A < 1,

upon setting

$A(x,r) = {<b: <b G O(x,r;0,x + A), <b(T) = x + A},

it is easily established that

J(x) = inf{/r(<i>): <b E ®h(x,T)} + J(x + A).
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Hence

J(x + h)-J(x)      i
(4.40) - -^-1-K-L = i inf{IT(9): 9 E 9h(x,T)}.

If we choose <í>(0 = x + t, T = h, we see that

inf{/r(<(>):<f>G$A(x,£)} < Ch.

Thus for a fixed constant C0,

(4.41) inf{IT(9): 9 G $A(x,£)} = inî{IT(9): 9 G $A(x,£), IT(9) < C0Ä}.

Take any 9 in the right-hand side of (4.41) and write

(4.42) *-*(*)=/,

so that ¡If2 < Ch. Let

(4.43) i¿-6(uV) = 0,       iK0) = x.

Subtracting (4.43) from (4.42), multiplying the result by 9 — \p and integrating

over [0,t] we get

(9 - t)\t) < C['(9 - t)2+ f'f2< Cf'(9 - ./02+ Ch.

Thus by Gronwall's inequality

(4.44) (9 - ^)2(t) < Ce°h.

Suppose that T > h9'2 for some 9, 0 < 9 < 1. Then taking t = h0/2 and

noting that since x > x, $(t) < x - Che/2, C > 0, and 9(t) > x,

Ch" <[9(t) - iK0]2< Ce\p(Ch"/2)h.

Clearly, this is impossible for all sufficiently small h. Thus for every 9,

0 < 9 < 1, £ < he/2, and we may write

inf{/r(<p):<i)G$A(x,£)}

= inf{lT(9): 9 G 4>A(x,£), IT(9) < C0h,T < h6'2).

Suppose now that 9 is an element of the right-hand side of (4.45). Then we

have a(x) - a(9(t)) = 0(h) and b(x) - b(9(t)) = 0(h), where 0(h) is inde-

pendent of 9. Thus for all sufficiently small h,

.T [9(t) - b(x)f
(*)=/ dt(l + 0(h))

a(x)

T[9(t)-b(x)][b(x)-b(9(t))]

a(9(t))

T [b(x) - b(9(t))f

a(9(t))

+ 2 f ±-^—' yL y—^_z^j_ dt

+ f'L v y—y "x dt.
Jo
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The last two terms on the right may be estimated by

-r[j<0-%('))][*(*)-%('))] rT [b(x) - b(4>(t))]2

Jo a(<b(t)) Jo a(<b(t))

M2

dt

< 2IT(<b)1/2

/.

r [*(*)" %('))]
dt = 0(A3/2+w/4),

a(<¡>(t))

where 0(h3/2+e/4) is independent of <p. Consequently,

i i        rT \kt) - b(x)f
(4.46) i inf IT(<t>) - \ inf j[   L      a{x)     J   (1 + 0(h)) + O(*<*+«*).

For fixed T, it follows by the standard convexity argument in a Hubert

space that the functional A-1/o [<K0 ~~ b(x)]2/a(x) dt takes on a minimum as

<b ranges over all absolutely continuous functions on [0, T] with <b(0) = x,

<b(T) = x + A. It may then be verified by using Euler's equation that the

minimum is taken on when <j>(f) = X = constant; i.e., <£>(/) = x + Xt. Since

<b(T) = x + A we must have T= h/X. Thus, to find the minimum as T varies

it is enough to minimize

F(X>-AÍo a(x)        dt=       a(x)X

over all X > 0. A calculation shows that the minimum is at X = - A(x), and

since x > x, A(x) < 0 so that X > 0. The minimum is — 4A(x)/a(x). From

(4.46) it follows that

1 4A(x)
lim T inf IT(<b) =-—- .
h->o A        ' v ' a(x)

From (4.40) we conclude that

(4.47) J'(x) = 4A(x)/a(x),

where J'(x) is the right derivative. Similar arguments show that (4.47) is also

valid for left derivatives and also when 0 < x < min(x,x,).

We now have three cases to distinguish:

(i) x0 < x, < x. By integrating (4.47) over [x,y] c (x,l), letting x|x, yfl,

using the fact that J(y) -» 0 as y -» 1 and the continuity of J at x we get

Tt~\     f* 4b4A
'i

(ii) x < x0 < x,. Again, by integrating over [x,y] c (0,x), letting x|0 and
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yfx, using the fact that J(x) -> 0 as x -» 0 and the continuity of J at x we

have/(x) = /J4A/a.
(iii) x0 < x < x,. This case can be ruled out. Indeed, if x < x < X[ then

by (4.47) we haveJ'(x) = 4A(x)/a(x) ^ 0 which contradicts (4.37).

Now, in case (i) we have

In case (ii) we have

r*>ft«*-jM-j.M>j.w-jm-r%

Hence, in either case we have (4.36), and the theorem is proved.

Remark.  Most  of the  results  of  this  paper extend  to  "essentially"

selfadjoint elliptic operators such as

Ltu = ex(l — x)uxx + iy(l — y)uyy + x(l — x)(A — x — ay)ux

+y(l - y)(A - y - ax)uy       (0<A<l + a<2)

in a square Q = (0,1) X (0,1), where e > 0. This is a selfadjoint operator with

respect to the measure

exp{j4(x + y) — (x2 + y2) — axy}
-—- dxdy.

x(l - x)y(l -y)

The point (x,y) = (A /(I + a),A/(l + a)) is a stable equilibrium point for

dx/dt = bx(x,y),   dy/dt = b2(x,y),

where

A,(x,y) = x(l - x)(A - x - ay),   b2(xy) = y(l - y)(A - y - ax).

There exists a "principal" eigensolution (ut\) in the following sense:

Lut = -\ue   in Q,

ut = 0   on dQ, in some generalized sense,

ut>0   inQ;

further, if (v,¡i) is any other eigensolution, then p > \.

Proceeding by the method of §4 one can prove that

— 2e log Ae -» J   as e -> 0

where
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{9i-bx(9)f       {92-b2(9))2
-t,-r- +-r,-r~   *

+l(l-*l) *2(l-*2)

and 9 varies over the class of absolutely continuous functions defined on

[0,£] such that <f>(0) = (x,y), <b(t) E Q for / G [0,£] and <p(£) EdQ; T is

arbitrary.
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